SERVING
OPTIONS
ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

SUNDAY TEAMS (Leaders in Brackets):
Children's Teams (Sarah, Rebekah, Laurah & Joey): The team are dedicated to teaching God's Word to the
precious children at Redeemer. More info on the different groups can be found here. A leader needs to prepare the
session during the week and set up on the day, while Assists support the teacher in the session. Re gular training is
provided.
You need to have a heart for getting children excited about Jesus and lots of enthusiasm. Redeemer-specific DBS
needed, which we help you get. Arrival time is role-dependent (session leaders arrive for 2.15pm).
Welcome (Lucie): Arriving by 2.15pm, the team play various rotated roles from greeting outside, at the door
to welcome & provide info, to linking newcomers up to regulars on Sunday and beyond. The team provides a heartwarming place that people want to revisit to hear the gospel. So if you're outgoing, genuine and enjoy making others
feel loved, this is a great team for you.
Audio (Roma): Arriving at 1:30pm, this team helps people hear the worship and the gospel! Experience in sound or
recording is useful but not essential, and a good ear is helpful. Many of the team started off with no knowledge but
willingness to learn and are really great now. Full training is provided & the team make sure to help each other
become increasingly able.
Visual (James): Arriving by 2.15pm, this team set up the projector and run slides during the meetings. Full training
provided, though it's helpful to be a confident computer user.
Music (James): We’re looking for gifted musicians and singers for Sunday mornings (audition required). You would
need to get familiar with songs in advance of Sundays, and arrive by 1:30pm ready to set up and rehearse.
Venue (Gina): Putting out signs, stacking chairs, setting out Bibles, and so on, at the start and finish of Sunday
services. This is a vital ministry!
Refreshments (Gina): Helping prepare refreshments before and serve them after Sunday services to create a really
good atmosphere and help people get to know each other over a cuppa.
—----------------------

Other roles (Gina):
Events:
● Treasury/Admin: If you have gifts in finance, bookkeeping or admin and can give regular or adhoc time of any
length, we’d love to hear from you!
● Events various roles including: Coordinators for specific events (e.g. Fun Days, Christmas & Easter etc),
helping with on-the-day set-up and down,
● Event Catering: Do you have a gift for larger-scale catering?
● Hosting a new growth group: Opening your home each Wednesday evening (usually only term time) to a group
of nearby church family, no leading required.
● Hosting smaller events: Ad hoc hosting of evening & weekend events
Tech:
● Social Media: Help to regularly posts on our social media and engage with followers
● Website: General maintenance, adding pages occasionally and upgrades
● Design/Artwork: Occasionally designing materials (e.g. leaflets, posters, online artwork), as much or as little time
as you can give
● Photography: If you love to take photos and videos, we need your skills on special Sundays and at events.

